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Riley Andersen

Burning in the Dark

it’s 3 in the morning

cold, dark, and wet

a spec on the globe,

a drop from the ocean

falls from my eye

as I am alone,

Alone but not Lonely.

tethered by the thoughts,

thoughts of

Reconciliation.

when is enough enough?

where do I draw the line?

When do I put myself first?

I burn for you.
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Martha Barry-Plotkin

Cake in the Wake of Covid

Today, amid assorted strange and sad moments of the Corona Season, one very bright spot
appeared in my Zoom dining room.

I have a 27-year-old undergraduate student from the University of Massachusetts
Commonwealth Honors College who is a long way from home in Texas. A few months ago,
during our classroom introductions, he told us that he was taking Spanish because he wanted to
be a lawyer who could communicate with Latinx clients in court.  With a towering stature of well
over 6’ and a colorful, spirited presence, he never missed a beat after taking his seat on the first
day of class in the right field corner end zone of my Herter Hall classroom where he seemed
stuffed into his diminutive, spartan desk chair. Of my 140 students at UMass and Elms College,
this one literally stood out because of his sheer size, dynamic demeanor, and ever ready,
risk-taking responses, not to mention his respectful etiquette of “Ma’am” spoken with the airs of
a southern gentleman.

But when spring break came and went, and he couldn’t get home to his family because his
94-year-old abuelita was at risk for contracting the virus, he disappeared.  There was no sign of
him when we reunited remotely to re-Zoom classes. As his absence crept into each remote class,
I began to worry.

But thankfully, after a time, he responded to my persistent messages. He wrote that he was
“stuck” in Amherst, far from home, and severely depressed because he was isolated from his
family with no imminent hope of seeing them again for months. To make matters worse, his
roommate was drinking to excess.  As a result, my stellar, genteel student remorsefully reported
that he had recently lost his temper, punched his compañero, and broken his hand.  I  dropped my
cell phone as I digested the unsettling scene!

Days passed and then came a welcome phone call in which he explained without hesitation that
he was a recovering addict, long suffering from PTSD since his mother had been diagnosed with
cancer when he was 19.  He assured me that he would reconnect with a local physician and a
therapist.  I shared my own sadness about my 27-year-old son who, like him, was also “stuck”,
isolated, and lonely on the west coast without his family.

We wrapped up the call and I asked if he would consider joining our next Zoom class. He was
predictably non-committal.  But not long afterward, I was heartened to spot him on my screen,
zooming from his bedroom with his head propped on a pillow, looking serious and tired.  And
then, to my surprise and delight, he chimed in to speak in Spanish with his signature speed,
spirit, and spontaneity.
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But the real gift came today when he popped into my Zoom dining room.  We couldn’t see him,
but he was listening and watching the class presentation, answering every question, never
missing a beat. When I asked where he was, he told us that he was in his kitchen, baking a tres
leches cake as a surprise gift for his roommate’s birthday (the guy he had recently decked with
his now broken hand!) He explained the recipe step by step to the class, and then made a sudden
brief appearance with his infectious grin to show off the mezcla de tres leches that would soon
become pastel perfección.

What a bright, unexpected miracle on so many levels -- a remarkable REMOTE reversal and
recovery of sorts --  the icing on the cake!

Let us not forget the magical difference we can all make in each other’s lives during our difficult
days.

April 22, 2020
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Kayleigh Berger

Dream-like

I envision myself in the dark
a ghostly white dress
relaxed hair
calm with no stress

Slow motion movements
like floating through air
can’t determine the purpose
and I don’t even care

Independence and beauty
exude from my chest
in that moment
I feel the best

No sign of a clock
confident and care-free
no rush to be anywhere
content with just me
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Haiku

The lilac bushes

lean gently in the cool breeze

for them, the sun shines
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4:30 AM

Saturday mornings are for sleeping in
but my brain won’t let me, it’s at it again.

Wish I could close all the tabs in my head and
open one at the bar instead.

Out of bed--no coffee found,
just soggy grounds left over
that I dump in the trash...
which doesn’t have a bag--- fuck

Cats meowing, but too early for breakfast--
doesn’t bother me much though,
my thoughts are louder.

To-do list a mile long,
never enough time during the week
or in a day--
just on Saturday
at 4:30 in the fucking morning.
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Dan Chelotti

Giving Up Breakfast

Your plastic parfaits.

Your waffle station.

Your omelet station.

Your deflating juice machine.

Your classified section.

Your green bananas.

Your minion pajamas.

Your reprieve from self.

Your suburban hosanna.

Your exhausted coffee.

Your inexhaustible news.

Your toxic fruit loops.

Your insufferable yawn.

Your carbs go on and on.
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Isabella DeGregorio

Serendipity

I never expected you to come into my life. I’ve dreamt about you; I’ve prayed for you.

You are the best treasure I could ever have run across in this life. You are more precious than

gold and more beautiful than the stars. You mean more to me than the sun who warms me and

the trees who allow me to breathe in your scent. If you ever left me for a different path, I would

surely be lost.

I wake from the dream and look at the empty pillow next to me. I am saddened knowing

I have not found you yet, but happy because one day... I will.
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Mike Fleury

Endless Struggle

Ding
Ding
Ding

When will the madness end!?

What are we even talking about?
No, wait.

What are they even talking about?
I never know

…
Unless it’s about golf.

Or work.
Or trips we will never end up going on.

Ding
Ding
Ding

I should tune in now.

57!?
Do I really want to scroll through all of that?

I guess I should.

We’re going where!?
When!?

With who!?
I can’t make it!

…
Probably should’ve said something earlier…

Looks like I’m going.
I’ll tune in next time.
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5:43

Couldn’t give me another two minutes,
could you?

Should I pretend this never happened?
Should I just get up?

Two.
More.
Minutes.
This is torture.

And now I’m up.
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Adrienne Giguere

We think the world’s stopping for two weeks

when school closes
Lysol-spraying the markers and books
Jillian’s bracelets clink together loudly, as always
The sun blinds me as I reach for my sunglasses
And my mind chuckles at first, but then fear,
like smoke, starts slipping under the doorways
with six-feet-apart signs and taped arrows on
tile floors, I’m calling my mom from the aisle
asking if she needs any chicken
My cheeks blush under my mask in Big Y
because no one’s really wearing one
Then masks become mandatory, walking anywhere

Even outside

Non-pandemic commercials disappear and
work closure lasts for the rest of the school year
Abby takes her very first steps, and I get it on video
My boyfriend and I attend a funeral outside, in masks
My stomach twists inside-out on the drive home
because I won’t eat food from shared platters
Sanitizing products live in every purse and pocket
My trainer closes our gym/sanctuary
but we’re lifting barbells in her backyard
And a brisk walk before dinner with the family
feels like winning the lottery
I choke up thinking about hospital patients all alone

I want to hug my best friend

The rain outside on a summer night
hammers the fire escape, keeps me awake
My social calendar sits imploringly,
probably applying for unemployment
The attic in my condo reveals itself to
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Leon Bridges loud enough to be in
the living room, because vinyl is incredible
and makes being single again bearable
and my students email me photos
of their motorcycles, with bright neon-light under-glows
and I hear the fucking HEPA air filter from my classroom
humming in my dreams

My heart swells because Abby says, “Love you, Titi”
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Hope

The end of us kills
me, but my side business
is silver linings.
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Moon Man

She owns every star,
ignores the names of constellations
and decides they will be called
any name she prefers,
depending on the evening.

She covets the ocean,
soaks up all the sounds
of waves crashing, swishing,
splashing, clapping,
and she cannot share them
with a single soul.

Day or night,
no matter the phase,
the moon belongs to no one but her.

The man inside sings her praises,
played peek-a-boo with her as a baby,
and guards her zodiac paths
so that she is always protected,
always moving forward,
never a victim of retrograde,
eclipse, Venus or Mars or anyone.
She is his world.

We ask her, worried,
But when will you find love?
And her starlight voice replies:
I am reaching for the sky.
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Elizabeth Gourde

Reading Into Things

When I lost Sarah, I began to sleep with my books.
I’d get over her by getting into them, no matter how long it took.
I’d show her with a gesture of true, unabashed adultery:
fingering the pages of new, punctuated adult reads.
The leaves still virgin - blindingly pure, untouched -
unlike Sarah, who was now and forever smutched.
Their fragrance, a dizzying cologne, my favorite aroma.
The scent of Sarah’s peonies became a distasteful coma.
They spoke to me in every manner, texture, and voice,
unlike Sarah who was decisive, consistent, and gave little choice.
I’d find comfort beside them, under their covers,
and I never thought of Sarah, or her menagerie of lovers.
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Noah’s Laundry Day

Separate them
lights and the darks
whites are protected
colors can’t mark
or blemish as they’re
on their own arc
rocking rolling tumbling
on a journey they embark
Heaven forbid that they
ever mix
The Ten Commandments

1. don’t take my name in vain
2. don’t let the whites get stained
3. neglect wears, tears from pain
4. select “delicate” for Hanes
5. scrubs, rubs, suds, soaks make clean
6. the more vibrant the more violent, mean
7. stubborn hue? treat with vinegar and loathing
8. dunk, til it’s drunk - hardly stays afloating
9. milk just might be the only acceptable spill
10. oh! I nearly forgot: thou shall not kill

time across the suburban picket line
the clothes line will suffice just fine
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Made Flesh

I stretch and pull
and stretch and pull

and wretch at this wretch
this skin I’m in,

in so deep, underneath,
this skin,
this thing

pulled, worn thin,
and let it ripple and bundle and dangle at my knees

so that the words, bones beneath can finally let in the breeze
and I heft and pull at the skin and the tank

and say my thanks
that this fleshy bank

is not a permanent decision
or the ultimate form of prison

because it’s restrictive
and taught

and we’re taught
that we’re not

meant long for this world
and the skin and the curd

and we’re sawed
and gnawed
and born raw

just
to be born again.
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Jasmine Hall

Panther

This photo is of a store window in Cambridge, Ma. I liked the kind of sinister quality of
the "No Trespassing" sign paired with the panther figurine. Also the light and shadow were
interesting, especially with the addition that the window decorator had made of spraying the
panther with fake snow. I'm pretty sure the picture was taken in winter close to Christmas.
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London Mural

I did quite a bit of photography in the period between college and grad. school and did
think about a career in photography briefly. This photo was taken during a trip to England. I was
really drawn to the coincidental match between the color of the parked motorcycle and the red in
the mural. It just looked so festive!
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Jason Murphy

A Magical Forest
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Town Fair (pre-pandemic)
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Yeukai Chiroodza-Imeh

Ruva (Flower)

I hardly have a plan when I start working on art. Normally, I am moved to create by my
emotions and the supplies I have at my disposal. At times, I am inspired by the beauty of a new
day with unlimited possibilities. At times, I feel an urging in my spirit to create. My artwork is
largely an exploration of various mediums. Currently, I am working with paint, cloth, charcoal,
resin and paper. Experimentation has helped me discover new ways of expressing the ideas and
the emotions that captivate me. I find my creating process freeing, and exhilarating.
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Ndega "Solo"
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Jordan Jacobson

Little Pleasures:

snowflakes making air tangible
not just elements on a table
cupcakes frosted in swirls
served in turkish delight pink
boxes drizzled with caramel
condensed milk making cumulus
clouds with the tea bag
still in my mint green mug
the one my mom picked up from
a store in a storybook town and said
for you, it’s your favorite color.
It’s the little things that add up
like inches turn to feet
pressed into warm sand
promising grandma i’ll see her again
the familiar crackle of the phone
like popping branches in the fireplace
we put out those small embers
make new flames.
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103 Degrees Fahrenheit

the semblance of time
slides syrup-sweet against
my skin it’s sunlight
heat licks my legs
out of hibernation all winter
as i sit. and sit. sliding

the hat i got
at the truck station down to
cover my eyes. it was a murder
how much i paid for that hat.
the crime scene spilled out
all over the tile floor chalk

lines drawn around me outside
of Kennebunk or was it Framingham…?
it doesn’t matter or it does
it says boston
i wasn't even there...

my brains spill out in a riot
of kaleidoscope soup colors and
that’s showbiz baby i murmur
half asleep and half-sentient in my suffering
i ask for water, my dad
brings apple juice with ice in it instead.
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in aeternum

On the other side of the moon
I sit propping up the paper-mache
scotch taping the universe back together
holding my place watching, waiting.

I’m back on my eldest daughter bullshit
wondering if beyond every flipside there lays
respirating moondust another one of us
putting on the grand show, the masquerade.

Atlas didn’t shrug he said: hold this i’ll be back in five
disappeared to get a gallon of milk and cheap cigs
cut that raw deal and left poor Calypso
to shoulder the burden‒the cataclysmic weight.
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Jason Burke Murphy

SCENE IN A YOGHURT SHOP

(Enter customers ONE and TWO. They mime their order and sit down to eat while talking.)

CUSTOMER ONE:    I dreamed this morning that I was in a backstage play-about-a-play

called “Manners,” a period piece much like the Three Penny Opera.

CUSTOMER TWO:   A backstage play?  Like Frayn’s Voices Off ?

CUSTOMER ONE:    Yeah, but not funny.  The audience doesn’t see the play the

characters are talking about.  The characters are writing,

rehearsing, and waiting to act it out.  A chocolate/vanilla swirl

please.

CUSTOMER TWO:   I am awfully sure I’ve experienced something like that.

Tangerine/Passion swirl please.

CUSTOMER ONE:    As the play progresses, hard-luck actors are fired and elements of

the play that feature hard living are purged until it is nothing but a

merry upper-class farce.

CUSTOMER TWO:   Like the British comedy shows on our public television.

CUSTOMER ONE:    Yeah, but fancier yet.  It’s now a comedy of manners, which

means it isn’t funny at all.  Anyway, in the dream I am robbed by a

dwarf and was about to get in a knife fight right on the stage.  We

are both fired.  The audience is told we’ve taken ill but everyone knows

that we had actually been cut.
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CUSTOMER TWO:   What an awful pun!

CUSTOMER ONE:    I know, I groaned in the dream.

CUSTOMER TWO:   Did you groan or did “you in the dream” groan.

CUSTOMER ONE:    Hard to say who’s who in a dream. The final number in the play is

a big song number that goes:

“In the end we can win,

Just write out the poor again.”

CUSTOMER TWO:   You can write that play.

CUSTOMER ONE:    I think it would be better as a movie.

CUSTOMER TWO:   Well, that’s less likely to happen.

CUSTOMER ONE:    I know it’s just that a film can better catch all the little details…

(From a third chair, three flesh-colored balloons with one of my names on each one, “Jason”

“Burke” “Murphy”, inflates and blows up.)

CUSTOMER TWO:   Well that has to mean something.

CUSTOMER ONE:    How’s your tangerine passion swirl?

CUSTOMER TWO:   Oh, it swirls.  It swirls and swirls.

(LIGHTS OUT.)
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Jason Burke Murphy and Nóra Dyer-Murphy

Haiku Champion

In 2019, my daughter, Nóra, and I conducted  a series of haiku battles through texts.

Here is one exchange:

Murf:

Haiku Champion

It is printed on my hat.

Read it and weep, ya'll.

Nóra:

I refuse to weep

For you have stolen something

that was never yours.

Murf:

Read it and weep ya'll

Repeats give this poetic chain

A sense of closure

A sense of closure

is like sticking the landing

Haiku Champion!

Nóra:

You poor imbecile.

Constructive criticism

Is the most you earn
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It is such a shame.

Verses like Vanilla Ice.

What narcissism!

Murf:

Is this what Basho

Wants? Counting Five and Seven?

Maybe. Maybe not.

But I had a hat

Printed and shipped that names me

Haiku Champion!
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D.J. Pantry

The Forest

My roots extend for miles and miles,

Like a family’s bloodline being passed down through generations.

From the biggest tree to the smallest leaf,

We are all connected to a T.

Every flower in my garden,

And every bush that’s in my area,

We are all one with each other,

And it might cause you hysteria.

Why?

Because this is true for you as well,

All of our roots are connected,

And it runs deeper than a well.

Before you go think about this.

Think back to the first humans in history,

There were only two.

So if they started it all,

Then their blood is also in me and you.

So what is race then?

Why do we believe we are seperate?

We are not.

We are one.
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Joe Potter

American Duck

You’re being followed by winged dogs.
I didn’t want to say anything,
But their barking is just so damn loud.
There’s always at least two of them
And as one pecks at your feet,
The other keeps watch. Be careful!
They probably have fleas;
You’ll be itchy for weeks.
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Eight-years-old

It stinks so badly—
Like dirt.
The kind that sweeps up
After shuffles and strokes;
A conduit for sweat.

It absolutely reeks—
Like 2009.
The year of insomnia
And crawling into a bed
Just to stare at outside lights.

The dirt from 2009
Is an unbearable odor—
I love it.
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Skunk cabbage

I told you not to go into my garden.
It lines a winding trail on either side,
And muds your shoes white to black.
At night it comes to life, breathing quickly.
It extends its talons of anxiety deep into
Your eye sockets and gouges them cleanly.
In the morning it rests.

But what grows in my garden is priceless.
You couldn’t plant what I have,
Nor could you buy it at a market.
No, sir, my stuff is special—unique.
It’s a bright green with leaves extending
High in the air! Even animals know
Just how exceptional my stuff is.

See, there is only one thing
(other than debris)
That grows in my garden,
And it smells like shit when you pick it.
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Madison Rosado

Sun

I have missed your soothing touch,

The gleams of light on my face.

Radiating my imperfections.

Giving me soft kisses.

Now I see you no more.

Your other half is now showing,

It brings darkness to every corner.

I hope to awaken to the light,

Shining through,

In every shadowy place.
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The Soothing of Nature

The chirps of the blue mockingbird are so soothing,

They sit near the blossoms now blooming,

The wind carries the leaves,

Weak plants dwindle in the breeze,

The wind chime’s music is so soothing.
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Sage

The Inevitable Debt Of American Dreaming

No longer human, the boy took hold of the cage
wrapped around the hen-house, shook loose
feathers from the crucifixes in the mesh.

For every inch of skin we touch—the hand means
nothing with nothing to hold—we leave miles behind.

In a country that feeds cages to its machines
and people to its cages, there is right now
a murmuration of starlings flying over a house of
execution.

How can I reconcile existing or writing in a
language that allows both of these to be true?

Prophets
exiled from their city came to civilization's edge.
There they found their lord of witness and accountment.

There they found a pit full of milk
snakes and, thinking them venomous,
killed every one.
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Deathlife

We are brightly, briefly. Breath in a wing's feather
A star falls from the sky into a boy's comet heart
Just as the crooked plastic pine guards the corner of the room
The sea a mixture of blades & thin milk rheuming the waters
To no one in particular we plead, begging please to keep

the sudden ceasing beat of his heart alive
Genealogy of crowns arcs the half-light
Red memory, sword memory, burnt at the real altar
Nameless & near, the prayer-broke gods slip you a dollar
"Speak my body a body," says the ghost
Soil Soil Soil Soil Soil
The difference between reverence & a revenant is what's stolen
Despite my chafing against my own naming, I still demanded of God

a name to hold responsible while I rent my skirt from my hips
To say "mankind" I mean bacteria. Burn the separate bathrooms
"Soon you'll be ashes, or bones," says the intellectual white guy

playing devil's advocate in the workshop
Spoil Spoil
The text is the archive, & the memory
Or, the memory is the text, thus the archive. Remembrance

informs the formation of texts, which furthers the archive of truths
The loudest voices (cis) are the hardest vices (sic) to cast off
Toil Toil Toil Toil Toil Toil Toil Toil Toil
"Not my gay ass," is my answer to most things, especially the devil

& sometimes even God
A boy I'd been trying to call for weeks answered a group text

sent by a mutual friend, but can't pick up the phone to talk
Turmoil Turmoil Turmoil
Maybe the comet did split. Maybe this is the self that survived the explosion
Absurd the theatre of our discontent
If they speak of me will they speak of madness

or the clarity?
Boil Boil Boil Boil
My tyrant is Poetry—fairer house than my Panic
The "and" in the wing, compound holiness of mouth & nectar
Hawk corner me a tower in the darkbright just after dusk
I chimera identity. I want to be beautiful, not legible
Says the ghost, "We have to stop meeting at graves like this"
At my center is a stitch. Pale spin of the stars
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elect a darkling thrust
Says the other ghost, "Where else are we supposed to go?"
Maybe the self that didn't survive is out there, still
Maybe even now, it searches through the dark for your hand
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Even The Tiger
for Missy

The body is clothed in a casket as it is clothed
in white gowns. What slips over the body to hold it

can just as easily let it go. It is not easy

to let her go. On breaks between shifts my grief
returns with such violent demand to be loosed.

For weeks afterwards I could not write.
All I could see of language was the fractal lyric

inside the seed of a pomegranate I picked up

and carried around the grocery store like a child.
Even the tiger wants to be a kitten again

curled on its mother's warm belly.

What is owned is what was produced to be possessed.
Is it fair to demand a life after death

when we hardly accept death during life?
What between the two is produced, and what is possessed?

If there were time enough for poetry
would I be a poet all day,

or make of myself
something unnameable?

In death perhaps we can at last be unafraid.
In death perhaps we will be afforded pleasure.

What I want is to sit in the pleasure of my own being
unafraid of what that pleasure might bring down

on my head, or the heads of my friends who
in pursuit of happiness give up all pretenses that

grief is not the shadow of their joy.

Even the tiger, even the tiger—
we cannot all be strong forever, or be all-strong; for if ever

there were a time for gentleness, this would be it.
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Ryan Shea

Dogwood Effigy In Saturn

All the beach compacted into a puerile report for rhetoric.

A father's older voice: “There are dead men in the capitol.” He had repeated it back to the
broadcast. Words plastered across hypnagogia: “There are dead men in the capitol.” Words faded
into endless repetition without use. He loved his useless father but not these useless words.
Those memories which arose when sleep came through music which was simply noise. Birds cut
from black ribbon ate sour apples upon dogwood boughs at the window. The cry of his baby
sister hidden within midnight. Part of Rosawananaq—a personality of egotistical
somnolence—thought she cried because she was not there in memory. Those endless distortions
of forlorn daydreams.

He had hoped to find relics of the hydriots. Tawny pirates who Rosawananaq's father
once traced a distant relation to. Father Kolos told him of that tinkling lineage of islands. Islands
shut away beyond the askew shadows of factory doors. Kolos collapsed when pressed on the
hydriots. Within the books of memory, there was nothing but the desperation of mariner hunger
in Kolos's eye.

Kolos wilted like a hay-flower at the water's edge. Eyes squinted out towards the
sunbursts of the day. Rosawananaq found their violent surge metallic. Waves unpleasant and
cruel with bad personality. There was a war of legends beneath the surface which religion had
failed to instill in those souls of witness. How had these waves offer up so many dinners for
generation upon generation? No father of mine pulled ashore here. None ever had.

“Those dead men in the capitol.” Kolos said to him.

That broadcast had broken the brassy music of flat cap men. Some music of jettisoned
notes wrung from fugues of asphyxiation. The refrain of a horn which set skin ablaze with better
delusions. It was the smoke of his father. Should truth touch Kolos, he would drown in his own
shadow.

Hanya watched them from a cut of shade. Mother, all that Kolos was not. She sat on a
blanket with a mandala pattern of an eye pierced in abstract. Radio tuned to silence at her shoe.
She had thrust the point of the umbrella against the gut of the sky. Juvenile fantasy of a liberty
pole without a cap.

Hanya was pleased to watch the little daughter who had made herself a stray. Soohakka
stormed loose across the shore. Lone womb-mate of Rosawananaq Sibter! They called her Soo
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for Soohakka. It was her prize for beating Ros into the world by seventy-two seconds.
Seventy-two seconds which made her wild. Across the wet sand which the waves hard-packed
like clay, Soo's hoofs left a glimmering trail of pulverized shell sediment. A mad dance which the
family only met otherwise in disowned ancestors. A sign of the apocalypse which was doom to
her parents. Soo cried to Ros “numby” as she stampeded passed. A secret sign between siblings
which Ros had been excluded from. As Ros tottered in her wake, he began to dig through the
remnant jetsam. The lone treasures of buoy bones not yet gnawed to extinction by gypsum
barnacles.

Rosawananaq next started a spurned search in the heat heavy sands. He learned of a
sympathy for extinguished cigarettes that day. Narcotic in its own way. Cigarette skins of
papyrus stamped with so many inkwell warnings of ruin they became Gnostic almanacs.
Vestigial cartilage bones, hung with soppy ends, that tangled with seaweed suicides abandoned to
the land like a thousand truant gone-ashores. Cords of parched driftwood which had been
sanctified in passing by believers linked together in parade by chains of oleander buds. All things
left as ostracized salvage to be scorned by salt winds.

“Kol, why don't you bring Ros to the lighthouse. Would you like that Ros?” asked Hanya.

Ros stolen away from a scripture of rusted chains given up to the shore by curled hands.

He watched from a jetty with Kolos. Ascetics came down to the shore to strain salt from
fatty bilge water which baked on cracked stones. Inhabitants of an oblong coastal island bitten by
horseflies and beach-goers. They cast wicker pans, weaved from taught dune scrub, into the
murk to pull forth geodes which shined like the slick bellies of fish. Kolos cursed them at their
work. He whispered tenured arguments into the imploded droplets of sea breeze. Kolos Sibter
would compose an antihagiography of all history if unimpeded. A lampoon of all iconoclasts in
ultimate reaction to nothing. He swore his vows over dinner plates to people who cared nothing
for politics.

Soo's ecstatic yelps were taken by tidal wind. Mirth flung away to far, unrehearsed
corners.

Ros asked to see the pretty stones. Kolos jabbered, “They look busy...”

Their chapel was a block lighthouse too stunted to offend any god. They made sustenance
off a sparse copse of trees and beach cooler charity. Kolos examined dozens of paper seals
pressed by wax to cinnabar trees. All audiences of ink with the gods secured by sunny day
donations. The memorandum of lost worries made holy by hand. The island was plentiful with
personal addendums to volumes of scripture. All fated to biodegrade like the hands which noted
them.
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They continued on into the island until Kolos justified his own cravings with Ros's needs.
“Want a soda, Rossy?” he asked his son. Ros shrugged. Kolos laughed to the balding trees.

They found a machine Kolos could not operate. A defunct sarcophagus fed coins by
hand.

The two took the side path down to the crescent curve of the beach. The holy men had
gone for ablutions. Remnants of bonfires were scattered along the shore. Kolos joked to nobody
the ash was from improper effigies. They crossed a shrine in a salt-brine grotto. A figure of dried
dogwood decorated in multifarious seaweed which bled phosphorescence. A slump half-drowned
in a reflecting pool. Dozens of cigarettes offered before the totem on gnashing altars of
stalagmites. That lonely idol of storm surge sailors.

They went on. A merchant stocked his pockets with purloined cigarettes. A pinstripe
hawker flogging snacks from a cart down the shore. A carny who styled himself an emperor of
sun-rummy ice cream in frosted jars. Kolos delved into haggling with the hawker over several
cents. Ros wandered up to the lighthouse at the island's head. Hanya waved from the shore. Ros
returned a limp-wrested salute to her. Among her legs, Soo screamed something lost to the sea.

Ros found a sailor posted at the lacerated rocks which formed the island's fountainhead.
He had a stained beard and wore a tough monkey jacket of the like from old, off-colored
photographs. His posture pointed towards the empty horizon which broke away. He gnawed a
cigarette which was only ash. The fingers of waves rolled against the womb of the sea in endless
competition.

“Come to see the lighthouse, boy?”

A sidelong glance. “No.” The lone eye of the lighthouse was blind to the world.

“Eh,” grumbled the sailor. He rotated himself to look up at the stone tower. “Not a good
one. One without purpose never is. No blue-water ship ever set way by it...”

“Are there any hydriots here?” asked Ros.”

“No.” The sailor crushed his cigarette with calloused fingers. “Only those picking salt
from the ocean.” There was a crash of waves against the rocks. The sailor tapped hook scarred
knuckles on the rocks. “You'll not find any hydriots here or anywhere...” Words in the wake of
water.

Kolos came with a soda. The soda did not taste sweet. Beads of ice-sweat made the can
slick.
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They left the sailor without a goodbye. He called to the shore, “Don't wake talking
ghosts...”

The tangerine ride home was stifling warm even with the windows rolled down.
Swatches of grayscale light crisscrossed the world in rolling repetition. Ros fell asleep to the low
hum of the vehicle's dynamo. There were the ancient wars in there which nobody would speak
of. Soo demanded a prize which sunk into the murk of dusk. Radio whine mixed with
power-lines running marathon above an olive orchard of contrasting shadows. The light which
falls through a window upon familiar grass.

Things surfaced like bulbs of flotsam glass at the end of a dock collapsed beneath age.
Small fetal shapes which emerged like prototype creatures from the first mists. Froth of a
daydream gathered in the tidal pools of other distended afternoons.
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Taylor Simpson

I saw a moon
in my kitchen
window for the
first time since
the masked void
era began-

And when I
reached for her
lunar grasp she
sucked me into
a vortex of
black, lucid tears-

Supernova of
saviors- gives
life to the
mother-heart
of an ocean
crusted in soil
and desire
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God damn-
we really thought
we had the sky pinned
for a burlesque
dancer

Thought we knew
her well-thought
we knew the
ocean hue
and the depths
beneath my
aquamarine
crocs-

Yet here you are
shaking us for
every damn
dime we are
worth like an
empty tin can
rattling as the
railway goes
on by
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